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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker Jay:Hello and welcome.  I’m Jay and I’m joined today by … �Thanks for the opportunity to talk with you about virtualization in the CIP standards, a large topic that the Project 2016-02 SDT is working on. This is a topic that arose during the V5 implementation pilots and the V5TAG, but as that was an advisory group they could not make any changes to standards to do any needed clarifications or additions.  They wrote a “transfer document” to inform a future SDT of some of the issues that arose during those pilots, including clarifications around virtualization.  Since that time, the issues have only grown as the technology involved has continued to grow and change. 
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• Virtualization Overview
• Clarification for Permitted Architectures 
• Additional Capabilities Enabled 
• CIP Standards Impact 

Agenda 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker Jay:So our agenda for today is to do a brief high level overview of virtualization and then dive into the two specific areas – clarification around permitted architectures in a virtualized world, and enabling additional capabilities that virtualization technology is providing.  Along the way we’ll be discussing the impact to the CIP standards.  (introduce future mini webinars)
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• What is Virtualization?
 Comparison to the Interconnected BES

• Reliability Benefits
• Security Benefits

Virtualization Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker Jay:We’ve been trying to find a good way to explain this word “virtualization” to a lot of people who are not technologists.  What’s the big deal about all this that would drive us to need changes to the standards, new definitions, and all the rest?  One of the ways we’ve found is using an analogy to the power grid itself.  In many ways, virtualization does for our critical BES cyber systems what the interconnected power grid does for reliability of service to our utility customers. First, it allows for increased reliability in the same way the interconnected power grid does.  Imagine for a moment if the power system were made up entirely of non-interconnected islands with one generating resource and radial transmission lines per island.  Any failure of any one component and reliability suffers.  Likewise in the traditional non-virtualized scenario of dedicated servers and networks, if a component fails the application fails with it.  In this model, you increase reliability primarily through investing in redundant assets – purchasing more capacity than you need in order to handle an outage. Instead of every utility building twice what it needs, we connected our power systems together into synchronous Interconnections (the “grid”) with many interties, and reliability was greatly increased because the criticality of any single asset is greatly decreased.  If a generating unit trips, the load is met from the spare capacity at another plant.  In cyber terms, if a hardware server fails, a virtual server can simply move to another functioning hardware server that has capacity.  If a transmission line breaker opens (a network switch fails), power is rerouted through the grid on other physical lins.  In cyber with virtual networks if a switch or circuit fails the data can be rerouted by using other network hardware paths available to it). Virtualization may also help reduce costs by providing reliability without large amounts of redundant assets.  Its analogous to a Reserve Sharing Group where a group of utilities pool their reserve capacity in order to mitigate contingencies instead of every utility building high degrees of redundant capacity.  In the same way, virtualization allows the computer hardware resources (servers, networks, storage) to be grouped and their excess capacity shared among different systems.  Now the total of all excess capacity is not tied to individual servers or network circuits but is pooled and available to any virtual server that needs it due to a peak load or a contingency.  It prevents having to size every individual server to meet its peak load and then have that capacity unused 99% of the time while another server next to it is starving for resources to meet its current demand.  With virtualization, it operates more like the power grid; sharing capacity and obtaining a higher utilization of existing assets.  It increases the “capacity factor” of the hardware you do have.  It helps us handle peak loads and failures of individual components while maintaining reliability of service at a reasonable price.  Like a power grid, virtualization provides a 'computing grid' for vital control systems. In the power grid this sharing of resources and routing of power around failed components and keeping things straight between individual utilities and their customers requires a lot of oversight and coordination.  In the grid, that role is fulfilled by Balancing Authorities and Reliability Coordinators using Energy Management Systems or EMS.  In virtualization, that role is fulfilled by the “hypervisor”; the EMS of virtualized infrastructure. The hypervisor is the main component that performs these same functions for all the individual resources (servers, disks, networks) it manages.  It manages the allocation (dispatch) of resources, the moving of virtual servers around failed processors and networks to functioning hardware, and maintains the separation between different virtual machines from each other and itself.  In addition to resiliency from hardware or circuit failures, virtualization also provides the same from software failures.  Instead of an intertwining of hardware, OS, software, device drivers, etc. -  virtualization abstracts all of that  to a software 'image' - a file that can be copied.  If a software problem develops due to a change, or a patch, or from tampering or a breach, the entire virtual server is simply an image and can be restored to a previous state with a file copy, decreasing recovery time drastically over a physical server rebuild.    All of these concepts together can help provide to our computing grid what we do for power grid: a drive to reduce the frequency and the duration of outages (SAIFI and SAIDI) at a reasonable cost.   Finally, virtualization can provide numerous security benefits.  At a high level, when you virtualize network security functions, like firewall functionality, it can be analogous to siting generation close to the load centers, in that it allows network security functions to be located ever closer to what they are trying to protect – the applications or services provided by the infrastructure – and thus protect them at a much more granular level and we’re beginning to see that with things like zero trust architectures.
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Virtualization changes to CIP standards are to 
ENABLE new methods/models

NOT
REQUIRE Them

Disclaimer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JayBefore we jump into our subject matter for today, right up front I’d like to make a clarification.  The virtualization changes along with the new or modified definitions are about enabling new methods or models for securing our systems that weren’t possible or even contemplated when the current foundations of the CIP standards were being written.  The goal is NOT in any way to require virtualization technologies.  It is about fully enabling them for those who are already there and having to do things in suboptimal ways to maintain CIP compliance. This is about options and choices and flexibility for today and into the future. Action: Turn it over to Matt
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Clarification for permitted 
architectures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattThanks Jay,In this section we will specifically take a look at some of the clarifications for permitted architectures that are being provided by the draft changes to the standards.The first area we will look at is hypervisors and storage systems.
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Clarification – Hypervisors and 
Storage Systems

Hypervisors are the EMS of Virtualized infrastructure

• What is a Hypervisor?

• Why use Hypervisors?

• Challenges for CIP Compliance

• Changes Made

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattMany of you have already heard this term.. But what is a hypervisor? A hypervisor is an operating system for computers that allows the machine to be “Divided up” into pieces and shared to other devices. It is mainly used to host and secure virtual machines. The hypervisor along with its Management System… acts much like an energy management system…  it monitors the system conditions and allocates resources where they are needed within a cluster of physical machines, and if configured to do so can carry out those reallocations automatically.There are 3 main areas of where entities would look at using Hypervisors, efficiency, security, and DR.. In many cases these implemented as a part of a vendor’s offering for a system they purchased. 	1. in terms of efficiency, you are no longer wasting hardware that would otherwise be idle	2. security is enhanced because the hypervisor provides the ability to run malware protection and provides better meta data for writing access control lists, this allows you to get much tighter security with a much higher level of automation	3. disaster recovery, since the hardware and software are functionally separated.. Its is much easier to rebuild in the case of a hardware failure, in most cases, this is automated by default.Challenges: some of the challenges are the current definitional constructs; the def. of cyber asset includes both hardware and software today, which can make it difficult to understand where standards apply. When a machine migrates, or Vmotions… does the fact that the software moved between assets mean that you have to update your software list? There are also security gaps based on interpretation where if an entity chose to treat all virtual machines as installed software, they may miss patching critical components.. Changes Made: The modifications to the standards are designed specifically to address these issues. We have created a new Shared Cyber Infrastructure definition to help describe hypervisors and storage systems. These additional Requirements will help clarify how they should be treated.
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Virtual Machines are a now “Form” of computing

• What is a Virtual Machine?

• Why use Virtual Machines?

• Challenges for CIP Compliance

• Changes Made

Clarification – Virtual Machines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattNow let’s move on to virtual machines… What is a virtual machine??A Virtual Machine is a software-based machine where administrators would install and maintain software. Separating them into machines like this means that the various software does not interfere with each other and provides the ability to move the installed software easily between physical machines. They come in several forms which can be permanent, created on demand, those that have parent-child relationships, dormant images, and helper VMs. All with slightly different characteristics.There are 3 main areas where entities may choose to use virtual machines, mobility, resiliency, and disaster recoverySoftware mobility, now that the software is tied to a virtual machine it can be moved around easily.Increase resiliency, because of the mobility, the virtualization platform can move them around automatically if there is an issue with the hardwareDR strategy, where the entire building could fail, and virtual machines are migrated to hardware that is available at another datacenterChallenges: The challenges are again the. Definition of Cyber Asset being inclusive of hardware, software, and data. When these are described this way it is difficult for one part to move and understand how to stay protected effectively. There different types of virtual machines further add to the complexity.Changes Made: So what we have done is… we have created the VCA definition to separate the hardware from a Virtual Machine. The VCA as a form in Requirement language, much like Cyber Asset and we have written Implementation Guidance on how to deal with the different types of virtual machines.
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Containers are an even newer “Form” of computing

• What is a Container?

• Why use Containers?

• Challenges for CIP Compliance

• Changes Made

Clarification – Containers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattWe have talked about virtual machines….but what is a container?? What’s the difference?Similar to virtual machines, containers are a software platform that bundles and isolates several software packages together to perform a single function. However, they differ because they do not have their own dedicated virtual hardware and, in some cases, can share some software resources between them. So why use containers? It’s really around software development..  simplifying software deployment activities, helping maintain software dependenciesChallenges: some of the challenges include…. patching software dependencies, understanding how to deliver patches for containers, how you classify it, and there is no clear definition for where this fits todayChanges Made: We are addressing containers by creating a new definition to help describe them properly and writing Implementation Guidance on treating them as “software”
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What do Super ESPs have to do with Virtualization?

• What is a Super ESP?

• Why would you need a SuperESP?

• Challenges for CIP Compliance

• Changes Made

Clarification – Super ESPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattSo what is a SuperESP, and how is it relevant to virtualization?Generally speaking, A SuperESP is a security perimeter that is extended between two geographic locations. Which generally requires the network address space to extend between them to be connected without a firewall in between. The reason this comes up is because most virtualization platforms use network extensions to support their DR functionality. These extensions makes it easier for virtual machines to automatically migrate between sites without having the network settings on each virtual machine reconfigured during the move.  Why are Super ESPs needed? This is really around the simplification and automation of DR strategy which increases resiliency and decreases downtime.. Imagine having to reconfigure hundreds of virtual machines after an event. This could take hours… Getting visibility back to the control system is a crucial step to recovery in an event.Challenges: so what are the challenges here… the current definitional constructs do not describe this properly and it is difficult to maintain compliance based on how requirements and definitions are interpreted for this scenario. Changes Made: some of the changes we made to address this are… the creation of 4.2.3.3 Exemption Language and a new specific requirement in CIP-005 to address the confidentiality and integrity of the data traversing these extended networks
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Management of the infrastructure, like Dispatch 

• What is a:
 Management System?

 Management Interface? 

 Management Module? 

• Why are Management Systems used?

• Challenges for CIP Compliance

• Changes Made

Clarification – Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattThe draft language also provides clarifications on to how to treat management infrastructure which was previously not specifically addressed. To understand what we are talking about, we need to break them down into three categories.. Management Systems, Management Interfaces, and Management Modules...Management systems are similar to dispatch in the utility industry. These are systems that monitor what is going on and tell inform the other systems and virtualization platforms how to react. It gives you the ability to control and monitor the other systems. A good example is something like a vcenter.Management Interfaces are how management systems and administrators access systems. An example would be a dedicated management interface on a firewall or a vmkernel interface on a hypervisor.Management Modules are autonomous subsystems, they are like little computers, buried in other systems that allow remote access and management. These are your ILO’s and other similar lights out devices. They are often stand alone but may also be connected to a management system.Why are they used? They provide the ability to see everything and control it centrally in an automated way..  These platforms enable orchestration, automation, remote access, and are usually used to recover the systems in and event of a failure.Challenges: The big challenges here are that they are not added specifically in the CIP standards and that they are often treated as EACMS or BCA which doesn’t really describe them very well. In the case of Management Modules they are often treated as an EAP because they sortve perform access control service. Changes Made: The way we are addressing these issues are by creating new definitions and adding them to applicability to better describe these 3 types.Now that we have gone over some of the key areas where we are providing clarity to the existing standards… let me hand it over to Scott to look at some of the additional capabilities enabled by the draft changes to the standards.
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Additional Capabilities Enabled
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Enhanced and Automated Access Control through Zero 
Trust

• What is Zero Trust?

• Why use Zero Trust

• Challenges for CIP Compliance

• Changes Made

Additional Capabilities – Zero Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: ScottEnhanced and Automated Access Control through Zero TrustWhat is it:  Zero-Trust basically turns the castle and moat (ESP) ideal on its head, no longer trusting your network peers. This is a security methodology were nothing is trusted.  It boils down to, deploying Policy Engines to control access, isolation, and encryption, at a very granular level, access from a specific user/account, to a specific process, at specific times, under certain circumstances, would be allowed, while all other access it denied.For more information, NIST has published 800-207 draft White Paper on Zero-Trust which gives a detailed dive into the topic. Benefits: It follows the assume breach ideology, offering enhanced security posture.Automated access control, andit’s designed for scale, no longer 1000s of manual FW rules, it is an automated conditions based technologyChallenges: Current definitional constructs of ESP/EAP do not allow. Strict requirement and definition interpretation makes zero-trust not possible. Changes Made: Concept of Logical Isolation is now the objective, as opposed to an ESP/EAP, This allows automated Policy enforcement to fulfill the requirement as well as ESP/EAP. No longer need to document potentially 1000s of ESPs or EAPs. Enables future technologies that perform the same objective.
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Hardware and Software Reduction through Logical 
Isolation and common trust levels

• What can be reduced?

• Why take advantage of Hardware and Software 
Reduction

• Challenges for CIP Compliance

• Changes Made

Additional Capabilities –
Hardware and Software Reduction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Scott Hardware and Software Reduction through Virtualization, Logical Isolation and common trust levelsWhat it is: Along with virtualization, the new concepts of logical isolation and objective language requirements, with the proper controls in place for how to use them… hardware utilization can now be increased, which reduces the total amount of hardware needed to operate securely.Virtualized infrastructure can now run potentially hundreds of servers on a few highly capable and redundant physical nodes.  Likewise Virtual machines based on a master or golden image reduce the software footprint. And, instead of requiring separate network switches to serve BCS and non-BCS environments, ensuring they do not overlap, a single more capable switch infrastructure could be used, reducing the hardware count, and potentially increasing security.Benefits: Prioritization of efforts on the important hardware, less hardware to maintain, These better, more capable systems have better resiliency capabilities built-in. Streamlines patching efforts, with fewer items to patch.Challenges: Current standard does not address logical isolation, management plane, or offer common trust levelscurrent definitional challenges (device function, hardware, and software have a 1:1 relationship)Changes Made:  Changes to Definitions (including BCA, & PCA and new VCA, and SCI) to remove the Cyber Asset 1:1 with the supporting hardware for a virtualized system.New Requirements and Applicability to clarify how to deal with systems of differing trust levels that share hardware or software. 
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Automated control and compliance through Network 
Access Control

• What is a Network Access Control?

• Why use Network Access Control

• Challenges for CIP Compliance

• Changes Made

Additional Capabilities –
Network Access Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automated control and compliance through Network Access ControlWhat is it: Network access control is… technology that ensures devices are authorized, scanned, patched, and secured prior to introduction to a production environment. A Remediation VLANs is an example of this Benefits: Better security through Automation of controls, also offersAutomation of compliance evidence generation (can happen without intervention)ability to build systems in place, (Remediation VLAN for example) and have new devices automatically patched to current security patch levels, anti-virus updates applied, and access control policies enforced, all before the systems is automatically placed into the BES environment.Challenges: The current focus on CIP standards is to ensure that devices are scanned, patched, and secure prior to physically connecting to a “production” network and does not address logical isolation. Changes Made: Modified Requirements and the PCA definition to allow systems to be connected in-place to be scanned, patched and secured prior to connecting to a production BCS environment.
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• Technical Standards impact:
 CIP-005 – biggest impact
 CIP-007 – minor impact
 CIP-010 – moderate impact

• Definitions
• Conforming changes to other Standards 

CIP Standards Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Scott 
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• Drafting Technical Rationale and 
Implementation Guidance for each:
 CIP-005
 CIP-007
 CIP-010

• Mini Webinars are the focus of outreach
• Link to Project 2016-02 Related files page.

2016-02 SDT Virtualization Updates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Scott 

https://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Pages/Project-2016-02-Modifications-to-CIP-Standards-RF.aspx
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• Weekly Conference Calls – Thursdays 3:00 – 5:00 p.m. 
eastern

• Periodic Mini Webinars 
 Virtualization Overview - Completed
 ERC/IRA – Completed 
 Hypervisors and Storage Systems – Completed 
 VM and Containers – Completed
 SuperESP – July 2, 2020
 Management Systems – TBD
 Hardware and Software Reduction, Network Access Control, 

Automation of Compliance and Evidence Gathering – TBD

2016-02 SDT Meeting Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Jordan
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• Informal Discussion
 Via the Q&A feature
 Chat only goes to the host, not panelists
 Respond to stakeholder questions

• Other
 Some questions may require future team consideration
 Please reference slide number, standard section, etc., if applicable
 Team will address as many questions as possible
 Webinar and chat comments are not a part of the official project record
 Questions regarding compliance with existing Reliability Standards should 

be directed to ERO Enterprise compliance staff, not the Standard Drafting 
Team. 

Q&A Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Jordan or Scott
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Jordan Mallory
Jordan.Mallory@nerc.net 
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